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SECONDARY COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS ON 
THE THOhl CLASS 
MARK E. MAHOWALD and FRANKLIN P. PETERsoNi 
(Receiwd 26 June 1963) 
$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET p = (E. p, B) be an n-plane bundle over a CCV-complex B. The Thorn complex T,, is 
formed by taking the associated unit disk bundle and identifying to a point the bounding 
unit sphere bundle. The space T,, is (n - I)-connected and if !I is orientable then 
H”(T,,: Z) = Z generated by r/,. the Thorn class. Associated with the zero cross section of 
11 is an embedding i : B -+ T,,. Using this embedding we can form the product of cochains of 
Bwith a cochain in the class (I,,. This representation gives an isomorphism H ‘(T,) z H’-“(B). 
Using this representation Thorn proved Sq’U, = I/,.wi(jc) where tivi(p) is the ith Stiefel- 
Whitney class of /I. Our purpose is to investigate secondary cohomology operations which 
are defined when some it’s are zero. 
These results have applications to differential topology and some are given in $4. Most 
of these applications are either theorems or strengthened versions of theorems announced in 
[7]. It is Theorem (2.2.1). which we did not have when [7] was written, that enables us to 
improve the theorems of that paper. Two of the results are as follows. Let N” be a compact 
orientable differentiable manifold. Let Ei be the normal Stiefel-Whitney classes. 
THEOREM (4.2.2). Suppose n f 3 mod 8 and Wz = 0 andn 2 9. If N” is immer.rible in 
RIne4, then W,. i?_, = 0. 
For example (4.2.3.) the quarternion projection space of real dimension 4.2’,-+> 1, 
does not immerse in R8’2’-4 even though it embeds in R*.“-‘. 
The next result is a strengthened form of (5.6) of [7]. 
COROLLARY (4.2.6). If n = 1 mod 4, n > 5. ‘L’,,_2 = 0. then N” is immersible it1 R2”-3 
lj- )c’z. W,_, E Sq’H”-‘(N”; Z,). 
$2. THE SECONDARY OPERATIONS 
(2.1). All the secondary operations with which we will be concerned are based on the 
following two Adem relations; 
(2.1.1) 
(2.1.2) 
’ 0 : 
0 : Sqk+‘. 
t Both authors were partially supported by U.S. Army ‘Research and second- 
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These are relations in the Steenrod algebra A, module the left ideal generated by Sql, con- 
sidered as acting on H*(X; Z) with values in H*(X; Zz). The universal example for each 
cohomology operation as acting on a class of dimension n is given by a fiber space En over 
K(Z, n) with fiber F, a product of Eilenberg MacLane spaces, and appropriately chosen 
k-invariants (see [I]). Consider a particular example. If k = 2 mod 4 then (2.1 .I) becomes 
.Q’..Y$-l j SqlSqk’2 = 0. We can consider this as 
(2.1.3) sqz(pzSq”) + sq’sqk+* = 0 
where p2 is the Bockstein coboundary associated with 0 + Z + Z ---) Z2 + 0. The fiber 
F = K,(Z, n. + k) x K,(Z,. n + k + 1) and the k-invariants are p,S# and Sqk+* respectively. 
Consider the exact sequence 
i* 
H*(K(Z, n))-, H*(E,) + H*(F): H*(K(Z, n)) 
which holds up to 2n + k by Theorem IX, (14.1) of [4]. Letf, and fi be images in H*(F) 
of the characteristic classes of K, and K, respectively. Then sfl = /JzSqk and sf2 = S$+’ 
and ~(Sq*f, + Sq’f,) = 0. Hence there is a class II; in H*(E,; Z,) such that i*ui = Sq’fi 
+ Sq’f?. Note that ui is not unique but determined only modulo j*H*(K(Z, n)), that is, 
modulo a primary operation. Let (x be the characteristic class of K(Z, n). Letting U, =j*a, 
we call (E,, II,, II;) the universal example for an operation 4k based on (2.1.3). The space E, 
is determined by giving the fiber, the relation and the k-invariants. We have the following 
table which defines operations +k and #I; based on relations (2.1.1). The general description 
of the operation depends on k mod 4. All operations are given as being defined on a class 
of dimension n. 
TABLE (2. I .4) 
Symbol F k-invariant Remark 
dk k = 0 mod 4 Kl(Z, n + k) PaSqk 
k = 1 mod 4 K@a, n -I- k) Sqk+l - 
k=Zmod4 Kl(Z, n + k) x k) x Kz(Za, n + k + I) ,5aSqk, Sqkcz 
k = 3 mod 4 KI(Za, n -t k) Sqkf ’ defined only if n < k + 2 
4,’ k=Omod4 Kt(Za,n+k-1) Sqk the relation used in- 
volves (SqaSql)Sqr 
k=2mod4 Kt(Zz. n f k - 1) x Ka(Za, n + k + 1) Sqk, Sq*+? 
The next table defines operations based on (2.1.2). The dependence on k is more 
complicated and we let k = 4s + j. 
Symbol k 
TABLE (2.1.5) 
F k-invariant 
-----~~ ~ 
$k s,j=Omod2 K(Z, n + k) x K(Za, n + 1) 
s=OmodZ K(Za, n + k) X K(Za, n + 1) Fqf$ 2: i 7 - 
j = 1 mod 2 
s=l mod2 K(Z, n + k) x K(Za, n + 1) x Pa-Q’, Sqa, SYkc4 
j=Omod4 KCZa, n + k + 4) 
s=lmod2 K(Z,n+k) x K(Za,n+ 1) x BaSq’, Sqa, Sqk+a 
j=2mod4 K(Za,n+k+Z) (Note: Sq3Sqk+a = Sqk+&) 
s=lmod2 not defined 
j=3mod4 
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(2.2). Each operation defined above has values on classes for which the k-invariant vanishes, 
and unless otherwise noted, is defined on all dimensions. In particular for every k, I$~ and 
4; are defined on the fundamental class of HZ, k) and K(Z. k - 1) respectively. If we let 
Y be the fiber space over K(Z, k) having K(Z?, k + 1) as fiber and Sq2 as k-invariant then 
lfil is defined on the fundamental class of Y. We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM (2.2.1). In the notation ahore. letting r be thefundamental class of K(Z. k), 
KtZ. k - 1) or Y, \c*e can choose operations $L. &‘. and $J~ such that 
r u SqQ E 4,(z). 0 E &iz,, zf lJ Sq3r E $Jr). 
Notice that if k = 2. #li is closely related to the operation $ of [l] (4.2). and Theorem 
(4.4.1) of [I] can be readily deduced from this result. 
The proof of Theorem (2.2.1) will use some of the results of Barcus and Meyer [2]. Let 
SK be the suspension of K(Z, k) and let s : Hj” (SX) -+ H’(X) be the suspension isomor- 
phism. ln [2], the Postnikov tower of SK is determined up to dimension 3k. 
Let 
12.2.2) 
,x’ +- K(Z. 2k + 1) 
1’ 
hz / 
/ 
I 
PI 
SK; K(Z. k + 1) 
be the first portion of the non-trivial part. The first non-trivial k-invariant is 
bu bE HZh+” (K(Z, k + 1); Z) where b is the fundamental class of K(Z,k + I) and h:b = b’ 
where .rb’ = TY. Consider the sequence 
P’ i* 
(2.231 H*(K(Z, k + 1)) I, H*(X’) -+ H*(K(Z, 2k + 1)) - H*(KG. k + 1)). 
Since Sq’(b u b) = 0, there is a class v E H 2t+‘(X’ ; Z,) (not uniquely determined) such-that 
i+r = Sq2fwherefis the characteristic class of K(Z, 2k + 1). Because of (4.1), part II of [2] 
v is not part of any higher k-invariant and so htu + 0 for any choice of 1:. Let Sq’b be a 
basis for H2”‘(K(Z, k + 1); Z,). It is easy to see that h: is a monomorphism, and the 
class 7 such that s;, = r u Sq2z is linearly independent (in the vector space sense over the 
field Z,) of h:(v 2kf3 ( K(Z k + 1); Z2)). Therefore h:p: is a monomorphism and h:u must 
be linearly independent oE im h:p: and so u can be chosen so that hzv = 7. 
Now observe that if k = 0 mod 4, (X’, p:b, u) is just the universal example for a 
possible choice of 4k and 7 E $,(b’) implies sy E 4,(sb’) or x u Sq2a E dk(z). 
If k = 2 mod 4 then the space of the universal example for $,, acting on SK(Z, k) is 
just E,,, = A” x K, where K2 = K(Z,, 2k + 2). Let f2 be the image of the characteristic 
class ofK, in H*(E,+,);let t’be identified with the image of u; and letp, : E,,, -+ K(Z, k + 1) 
be the composite fibering. Then the universal example for 4k is (Ek+r, p:b, u + Sq’f) 
Let I : SK-+ K, be a trivial map. Then h = (h,, A) : SK+ E,,, is such that ph = h, and 
h’(o + Sqlf) = h:u So again by choosing C#J~ to have t‘ as its universal example we have 
7 E +,(b’) or r u Sq2z E q5k(x). 
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If k = 1 mod 2, then the universal example for 41, is given by a fibering Ek +, + K(Z, k + 1) 
having as fiber K[Zz, 2k + 1) and (6 u 6) mod 2 = S$+‘b as k-invariant. Let * be the base 
point of K(Z, k + 1). Then the map p1 : (X’, F) 4 (K(Z, k + I).*) can be lifted to a map 
g: (X1, F)+ (E,,,. K(Zz. 2k + I)). Consider the sequences 
. 
H*(K(Z, k + 1)): H*(E,. ,) 2 H*(K(Z2, ‘I; + 1)) _I: H*(K(Z. k + 1) 
\ 
\ 
il. \ I / cl* 9, * (2 / \ / L . 
H*(X”) -2 I H’(K(Z, 2k + 1,; 
Letf, be the characteristic class of K(Z,, 2k + 1) and fi be the mod 2 version of the charac- 
teristicclass of K(Z, 2k + 1). Since (b u b) mod 2 = Sq*+ ‘6, g:f., =,f, Since Sq’Sq” ‘b = 0. 
there is a class 1~’ such that i:u’ =Sq’f, Now g*u’ - u = j:u for some CI E H*((KZ. k + I)) 
and so ~1' can be chosen so that g*r’ = L’. Again we have ‘/ = Il:g*c’ and so ;’ E &(b’). 
To complete the proof of the theorem for the part dealing with $J~ we require that the 
universal example (E,, u,, II:) be chosen so that s”-*+’ .* L,=L: (or I.‘). Then @p is a stable 
secondary operation which satisfies the theorem. Note that if k = 0 mod 4. then & is not 
unique but that 4k + Sqkt2 will also satisfy the theorem if 4k does. 
We now look at $*. The arguments are similar to the above and so we only sketch 
them. Let p: Yl -* K(Z, k + 1) be the fibering having Sq2b as k-invariant and K(Z:. k + 2) 
as fiber. The diagram (2.2.2) induces, using (1.1) of Part 11 of [2], 
X1 
“5,’ 
SY p; 
‘_ \ 
hl \ 
L 1 
Yl - 
Using Sq4(b u 6) = 0, as we used Sy*(b u 6) = 0 before, everything goes through with only 
minor modifications. 
The statement concerning 4; follows from this general lemma, whose proof is standard 
and is left to the reader. 
LEMMA (2.2.4). If c$; is defined on a class a, then C#I* is also defined andfor a suitable 
choice of both 4k and $J;, d*(a) 3 &a 
Now consider K(Z, k - 1). The characteristic class a is such that #I; and therefore 
is defined. By the first part of the theorem we see that 0 E +*(a) and, because the in- 
ziierminacy Sq2H2’- l (K(Z, k - 1)) consists only of stable classes, we can choose 4; so 
that 0 E +;(a). 
DEFINITION (2.2.4). L.-et v be the class in H 2k+3(X1 * 2,) defined just below equation 
(2.2.3). Let 4, be the secondary cohomology operation haling (x’. pFb,v) as ifs unirersal 
example. 
This operation is defined only on classes of dimension k+ 1 or less and the proof of 
(2.2.1) gives 
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THEOREM (2.2.5). lf I ir Ihe fundumenral class of K(Z. k). rhen I u .Sq*z E al(r). 
(2.3). For some applications we will need the following ‘Cartan formula’: 
THEOREM (2.3.1). If k = 0 mod 2 and a E H”(.k.. Z) is such rhat $k is dejned. ~/rol 
there exists a cohomology operation $k such that for an!* r E H’( ‘1.: Z&I. not of order 2. 
$,(~-a) n s.&(a) is not empty. 
Proof. We will do k = 0 mod 4. the other case being similar. Let (E,. u,. 1.1) be the 
universal example for bk. Let (F,. Ir,. ~7:) be the universal example based on SqzSqk+’ = 0. 
a relation in the cohomology of H*(K(Z,, n)). We have 
P, +- K,(Z,. I7 + k) 
E,_, x K?(Z.$. i 14 
I 
K,(Z,. II). 
Let the fiber of E,_, be K,(Z, n + k) and define i(‘: (E,_, x h’,. h’, x he:) -L (K,. *) b> 
p’fr, = U”_, 0 x2. 
The map 11’ can be lifted to a map 11: (E,_, x Kl. K5 x KA) - (F,. X4). 
Consider the sequences 
.. * 
H*(E,_, x Kz) L 
,4:* 
H*(K5 x Kz) - tl*(E,_, x Kz. k’, x Kz) 
+ + f 
Using Zz for coefficients throughout we see 
p*6:a4=p*Sqk+‘U,=Sqk+‘(u,_, 0z2)=~SqA+‘un_,)Oa2. 
Therefore ij$*z, = fi*(r, 0 z2) Hence. p*i:i;f: = Sq2(2,@ T?) =(.5-q’+) 0 r? = i:D:_ *&lx?. 
Hence for a suitable choice of Ci, p*i.i = ri_, @z2 This implies the theorem since for any 
s and u we have a map f: X+ E, x K, such that f*(~“_ ,) = u and f*(rz, = .r. Hence 
(f *Vi_ ,) u S E S u $!J~LI but (/*U,“- ,) u S = (pf )*$ E ?;,(a u 3). 
- 
$3. SECONDARY COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS IS THE THO,M COMPLEX 
(3.1). Let G, be the classifying spaces for SO(n) bundles and let 7. be the universal n-plane 
bundle. Let wi be the ith Stiefel-Whitney class. We will identify H’, and the Euler class 
and if i = 2j we identify IVY+, and p2wi. If v is any SO(n) bundle over a base space B we 
have a classifying map f: B -+ G,. We write IVY = f*(H,,). Let p: E:.,, -+ Gk+.,, n = k + m. 
be the fibering defined in [6]. We recall the construction here. The fiber is x” = 
nt= ,Kj(Jj,Ikj) with k-invariant k) defined by 
ki’ = wk+j j= l;j=2,k=Omod2;j=3,k= 1 mod4;j=4,k=Omod4 
0 otherwise 
and k, = k+j - 1 if kj =+O and - 1 otherwise. (Let K(G, - 1) be a point.) The group 
Jj=Zifm=jork=Omod2andj=1,andJj=Z,otherwise. 
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Let 2 : Gk 4 G, be the usual embedding. Let i- and G, be defined by 
i- 
The following table defines the symbols we will use for the various Thorn complexes we 
need. Let n = k + m. 
bundle Yn j._‘j)” P 
- 1 ., 
Thorn complex T. T,,, TL1 = 
$;,‘-‘A 
Thorn class v;, Uk.ln u:*, a:: 
(3.2). We recall 
LEMMA (3.2.1). [Thorn]. Let /f = (E, p, B) b e an orientable n-plane bundle. T,, is 
(n - I)-connected and if we let i be the embedding oj’B in T, gir,en by the zero cross section 
then for each cocycle a in B the map a -+ U,, u a induces an isomorphism of H’(B) with 
Hi’“(T,). 
We also need this easy result: 
LEMMA (3.2.2). There is a canonical map from f: ST,,, -+ Tk,,+, such that f * is an 
isotiorphism. 
We now prove 
THEOREM (3.2.3). In the above notation, for all m and for all k where & and 4; are 
defined, U,.; w2 ‘wk E $k(Uk.,) and0 E &(uk- I.,,,). 
Proof. Because of (3.2.2) it will be sufficient to prove the theorem when m = 0. In 
this case (2.2.1) applies giving Uk.Sq2Uk E &uk. Now Uk’Sq’uk = U,. lJ,.w, = (Ss*Uk).w2 
= u,* Wt’W2. FinaIly 0 E &(U,_ ,) by (2.2.1) and this completes the proof. 
(3.3). We recall briefly some of the results of [6]. Suppose v is an SO(n) bundle over B. 
Let vrn be the associated I’,.,, bundle where Vn,,, is the space of orthonormal m frames in 
R”. Let n - m = k. If v” is to have a cross section over the k + 1 skeleton then wk+,(v) = 0. 
But it is clear that if vm is to have a cross section over all of B then wi(v) = 0 for-all 
i 1 k + I. Suppose B has cohomology dimension k + 4. Consider the following diagram: 
/ 1 
B- Gt+m 
P 
where g is the classifying map of v. If v has a cross section then g can be lifted to a map gl. 
One of the key results of [6] was to identify certain cohomology classes in H*(E:J, k$, such 
that in order for v to have a cross section we must find a lifting g1 such that g’*(k;) = 0. 
Further, this much was sufficient to imply v has a cross section over the k + 2 skeleton and, 
if m 2 3 and k = 2 or 3 mod 4, a cross section over the k + 3 skeleton. It also gives necessary 
conditions for a cross section over the k + 4 skeleton. 
Finally set 
(3.3.1). k:(v) = {b E H*(B; Z,) there exists g1 such that g’*k; = 6). In the above notatio n 
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we have 
THEOREM (3.32). 
I, $.(kf + W2.Wk) E $-ku;,, 
ui:.,# + w,.w,) E +ku:.m. m > 1 if I$~ is defined (see 3.1.3) 
Proof. It is clear that the proof will depend on the exact definition of k’. which is a 
function of k and m and is given in [6]. The proof for each case is very similar so we will 
recall the definition of I;: for m 1 2 and k = 0 mod 4 and carry through all of the details 
for this case only. 
Suppose k = 0 mod 4 and rn 2 2. Consider the sequence 
‘-* 
H*(E:.,) A - H*(G,)- ” H*(G,. G,) 
which is exact up to dimension 2k. Since I.*(I+~~+ j) = 0. c, is topologically G, x Xi. Let 
si be the image of the characteristic class of Ki (of Xi) in G,. By the construction we have 
6*s, = Ii’kCi if si is not zero. Since (Sq’ + Ham .)w li+ 1 = 0 for k = 0 mod 4, 6*(Sq2 + w2 .1x1 
= 0 and so there is a class k: in HL”(El,,) such that i-*kf = (Sq* + wz.)x, and actually 
this equation defines kf uniquely. 
Now let (E,, u,, u”,) be the universal example for 4k and let w : E,,, -+ K(Z, n) be the 
fibering associated with it. The fiber is K(Z, n + k) and we let f’represent its fundamental 
class. The following diagram serves to define all the new spaces we need. 
11, 
T,,, x K, 2 T;,--+ T, -4, 
iA’1 I 
T P,,, + T, + KJZ. ii). 
il P 
where ,~*(a) = U, and r is the characteristic class of K(Z, n). 
Now the natural map p: (Ti,,, if,:,,) + (T,, T,,,) can be lifted to a map p: (T:,,, -y.: ,) 
-+ (T,, T&J since the only obstruction is S$+‘Uk,,, = Uk.,,.~~k+l and this is zero. Consider 
the sequences 
1 
k.m 
) 
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where the remaining maps are defined in a natural fashion. If G: I-,., + T&, is an embed- 
ding then g = p,i,a : T,,, --L E, is a map such that g*u, = U,., and, using (3.2.3) we tind a 
choice of 0 such that g”$ = LJlr,m.~2.~~1,. Hence i:‘Trf: = (U,,, w,_. wk) @ 1 + 1 @ 
(Sq’f’) wheref’ is chosen such that a*f’ = 0 andE.T,f’=f. Now 6f(oi,;.~,) = U:.;H*~+, 
=p*b:f’. Hence p*f’= 6’,Lm’.x, + iXU&,,.fi. 
Therefore 
p*i:p:ot = i;~,;w,.w, + Sq’(Ul,;.u,) + i4*SqZ(i7t.m./Y) 
= o:_, ’ (w2 * wk + ieki + (Sq’ + w2 .)if/?‘). 
This implies the theorem for this case. 
For each remaining case a very similar argument works and the details are left to the 
reader. 
(3.4). Let rc : Km -+ G, be the fibering with fiber K(Zz, I) and ~(1~ as k-invariant. Clearly K” 
is the universal example for fiber bundles having zero 2nd Stiefel-Whitney classes. In 
general we will identify rr*~‘~ with w-‘~. (One should note that 71 is not an isomorphism. for 
example rr*tip5 = 0 = z*w9.) The following diagram defines ML,,, 
M:,m - =’ E:,, 
I P I P 
K, - G,. 
The class k: defined in [6] has a non-zero projection in IV’+~(M,!_) and we identify n:k: 
with X-i. We also have the corresponding spaces 
‘I! 
Kk X x; ‘v A,.,, - M:,,, 
I 1 P 
K, - Kk+w 
We make the following notational definitions: 
(3.4.1) bundle Em- bk+n, 
-1 
P ?k+m (pj.l)-l?k+m 
space Kk ML lQk,, 
Thorn complex Sk,, S:, X, 
Thorn class V k.m Vi,, V” k.m 
We have natural maps i.: Sk -+ S,, i, : s:*, -) s:*,. 
THEOREM (3.4.2). In the above notation 
‘k., ’ w4 . wk E $k( vk.m) 
for al/ m and ail k such that $k is defined. 
First observe that there is a natural map of SS,,,, -+ Sk,,,+, which induces isomorph- 
isms of cohomology in all dimensions and so it is sufficient to prove the theorem for m 
= 0. In this case (2.2.1) applies and gives the result as in (3.2.3). 
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The idea of the proof of (3.3.2). making use of the definitions in [6], yields the 
following 
THEOREM (3.4.3). If m 1 5 and k f 7 mod 8, then 
V,!, .(k/+ wa.)(.k) E W’:,,,). 
The details are left to the reader. 
(3.5). We now collect all these results together to give 
THEOREM (3.5.1). Let 1’ = (E. p. B) be an n-plane bundle such that w,+,(v) = 0 
1 <j<4. Then 
li;(kf(v) + WZ’Wk) = &U” if II = X: + 1 
V,;(L$v, + wz.wJ = &U,, II > I; + I and 4t is defined 
u,;(k:(v,) = $b;- l u, II > k + I, k = I mod 2. 
If in addition w*(v) = 0, then 
V;(k$v) + w4.wt) = ILtv,, 
Remark. k:(v) is defined in (3.3. I). 
if m > 5 and k + 7 mod 8. 
Proof. After (3.3.2) and (3.4.3) we need only check that the indeterminacy is correct. 
But noting that Sq2(UV*jl) = U;(Sq2 + wz.)j and similarly for Sq*.Sq’ the first part is 
clear. For the second part the indeterminacy of $I: includes S$‘3H”f1(TV; Z,) and this 
must be zero since )t’k+ z and wk + 3 are zero for v. Hence the only indeterminacy of I(/k which 
remains is Sq4Hnfk(TV) and sometimes .Sq1Hn+k+3(TV), Sq2HnfkC2(TV) orSq3H”+k+1(TV). 
But Sq4(U;fl) = U;(Sq4 + w4.)B and Sq’U;p = U;Sq’/l if i < 4. Now a check with the 
table (4.3.3) of [6] shows that these indeterminacies also agree. 
Remark. A relation involving I/I~ for values of m < 5 is also valid but since it represents 
only a part of the fourth obstruction and since the result depends on k and m in a compli- 
cated way we state only this much. Our statement applies to all stable bundles. - 
$4. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFEREWLAL TOPOLOGY 
(4.1). In this section N” will be a closed orientable differentiable manifold. Let WI be the 
Stiefel-Whitney classes of the normal bundle Hirsch [3] proved that if qk is the normal 
bundle to an embedding of N” in R”+’ and if q; has a cross section, then N” immerses in 
R”+k-‘. Ifwe take k = n + 1, then the normal bundle is stable and N” immerses in Rzn+rSr 
if q;+ 1 has a cross section. We let q be this normal bundle. 
The most useful device for evaluating cross sections is the following result: 
(4.1.1). In the Thorn complex T.,k, the class in dimension n + k is spherical. In particular 
any cohomofogy operation which takes ifs values in dimension n + k is zero and has zero 
indeterminacy. 
This result is well known and follows from the existence of Massey’s sub-algebra 
[8], for example. 
(4.2). Our first application is a second proof of (5.4) of [7] (cf. (5.1.1) of [6]). 
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THEOREM (4.2.1). Let N” be a compact orientable n-manifold (n > 4). If n = 2’ then 
N” immerses in R2”-2 iff iC’2- Wn_2 = 0. If n =I= 2’, then N” immerses in Rzne2 if E,.E,_, = 
0. If n + 2J, then N” immerses in R2n-2 
Proof. Since N” is orientable, Wn_, = 0. If n = 1 mod 4, then since rr,_t( Vn+I,3) = 0, 
the bundle q3 always has a cross-section. For all other n we apply d._1 to the Thorn class 
using (3.5.1). Then by (4.1.1) we have 
k:(q) + w,.w,_, = 0. 
By the results of [6] kf is the secondary and final obstruction to a cross-section of vi+, 
and therefore k:(q) = 0 iff W2. W,_, = 0. By a result of Massey and Peterson [9], CC”_, = 0 
except possibly if n = 2’ + I’ and i = 0 or 1. 
The following is a new result: 
THEOREM (4.2.2.) Suppose n + 3 mod 8, n > 9 nnd ir’, = 0. If‘ N” is immersible in 
RZnw4, then z4* W._4 = 0. 
Proof. Let q be the normal bundle to an embedding of N” in I?“+‘. The hypotheses 
imply that q5 has a cross-section and SO in particular ii;,_ j = 0, 0 <j 5 3. Hence we can 
apply $._4 to U,, and by (3.5.1) and (4.1.1) we have 
k:(q) = “4’w”_4. 
(By (4.1.1) the indeterminacy is zero.) But the cross-section of q5 also implies k:(q) = 0. 
COROLLARY (4.2.3). If Q, is quaternionic space of real dimension 4n and sf n = 2j, 
j > 1, then Qn does not immerse in RBn-’ but it embeds in Ranb3. 
Proof. The dual Stiefel-Whitney classes of Q. are readily computed by Wu’s formula 
and for n = 2’ satisfy W4= is,,_, =I 0. On the other hand James [5] gives the embedding 
required. 
THEOREM (4.2.4). If n z 2 mod 4 and n > 4, then N” is immersible in R2”-3. 
ProoJ By [6] the only remaining obstruction is k:(q). Applying 4; to U using (4.1.1) 
and (3.5.1) we have the theorem. 
THEOREM (4.2.5). Let A = Sq’H”-2(N”; Z,), n > 5 and ‘3._2 = 0. If n = 1 n%d 4, 
Ihen the second obstruction tofinding a cross-section in n4 is Wz. W,_ 3 + A. If n E 3 mod 4, 
then the second obstruction differs from W2 * W,_ 3 by a class in A. 
Proof: By a result of Massey [8], (Sq2 + w,.)H”-~(N”; Z) = 0 and so if n = 3 mod 4, 
the second obstruction is a single class. Let u be the single class and suppose ij2- w”__~ 
+ u # A. Let s be a class in H’(N; Z,) such that s.(v + W2. W,_ ,) is non-zero and Sq*(s) = 0. 
This can be done by Poincare duality with integer coefficients. Let B and B’ be the unit 
sphere bundle and n + 1 disk bundle respectively associated with 9 and let a be a class such 
that q*6*a = U where 6’ is defined by 
d* 
H’ (B)‘-+ H*(B)- H*(B’, 8) : H*(T). 
We can consider H*(N) as a subalgebra of H*(B) and we identify classes this way. Then 
$,(a*~) is defined and, since q*6* is a natural isomorphism, according to (4.1.1). it must be 
zero. But, according to (2.3.1) it must be s-&(a) = a-(v + G2.Wn-3).s + 0. Hence 
t’+ i?,*I,_, E A. 
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If n = 1 mod 4, then the second obstruction is a coset of A. Let I‘ be any class in this 
coset and suppose 13 + Wz.ir’,_, # A. Then $lr(u.s) = 0 by (4.1.1) while J.&I = U.S. 
(U + W2. J,_, + A) which is a single non-zero class. This gives the theorem. 
Since if n = 1 mod 4, the third obstruction to a cross-section of q’ is always zero we 
have 
COROLLARY (4.2.6). If n =_ 1 mod 4, n > 5, i?.n_2 = 0, then N” is immersible in R2n-3 
iff KJ~*W.-~ E Sq’H”-2(N”; Z,). 
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